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ABSTRACT
People often find useful content on the web via social media.
However, it is difficult to manually aggregate the informa-
tion and recommendations embedded in a torrent of social
feeds like email and Twitter. At the same time, the ever-
growing size of the web and attempts to spam commercial
search engines make it a challenge for users to get search
results relevant to their unique background and interests. To
address these problems, we propose to let users mine their
own social chatter, and thereby extract people, pages and
sites of potential interest. This information can be used to
effectively personalize web search results. Additionally, our
approach leverages social curation, eliminates web spam and
improves user privacy.

We have built a system called SLANT to automatically mine
a user’s email and Twitter feeds and populate four person-
alized search indices that are used to augment regular web
search. We evaluated these indices and found that the small
slice of the web indexed using social chatter can produce re-
sults that are equally or better liked by users compared to
personalized search by a commercial search engine. We find
that user satisfaction with search results can be improved by
combining the best results from multiple indices.
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INTRODUCTION
Web search is one of the most commonly used applications
on the Internet. While it is a marvel that search engines like
Google and Bing can quickly look up and rank hundreds of
billions of pages in response to a query, we hypothesize that
users can often get their answers from a relatively narrow
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and uniquely personal slice of the web. In this paper, we ex-
plore ways to automatically generate this slice, and thereby
slant web search results towards sites of the user’s interest.
We show that a surprisingly small slice goes a long way to-
wards satisfying the user’s information needs.

In the early days of the Internet, users often created web
pages with pointers to other pages that they liked. The orig-
inal Yahoo directory is a prominent example. Algorithms
like Pagerank were invented to take advantage of such cura-
tion and use the link structure of the web to rank search re-
sults [5]. However, the commercial importance of search en-
gines has led to artificial manipulation of result rankings. A
well-publicized example was J. C. Penney’s success in influ-
encing Google search to place its sites at the top for queries
about a wide range of products [25].

In this context, there appears to be value in bringing back
some elements of human curation to the search problem. So-
cial recommendations are of particular value because friends
often share common affiliation and interest. This fact is rec-
ognized by today’s search engines, which are increasingly
attempting to factor social information into search results.

Social Chatter as a Source of Curated Content
Our work is based on the observation that personalized and
implicitly curated social recommendations of web content
already exist in the user’s personal communications (such
as email) and social feeds (such as Twitter). A key idea in
this paper is to personalize search by indexing only those
domains mentioned in a user’s online chatter. Many Inter-
net users already use social media for exchanging pointers
to web pages that are of interest and relevance to them. For
example, Twitter is extensively used for sharing links; as of
2010, 25% of the approximately 90 million tweets per day
contained links [24]. Similarly, users frequently recommend
links to each other over email. We aim to let the user mine
this ambient social chatter to infer sites that are likely to
be relevant to her, and to use them while performing web
search. Our approach of tapping into existing social chat-
ter has the advantage of being useful for millions of online
users who participate in social media (including email) and
thereby allowing realistic studies.

Note that our approach is different from just searching the
textual content in Twitter, email or the pages referenced



therein because we use the domains referenced as the basis
for creating a customized search index.

Four Types of Personalized Indices
In this paper, we describe a system called SLANT that incor-
porates four types of search indices that can augment (not
replace) the results of a regular web search, which itself may
be personalized by the search engine. The first three search
indices in SLANT were designed based on links extracted
from three sources of information: a user’s personal email,
his Twitter feed, and the topmost tweets on Twitter globally.
The fourth index is based on pages that contain the names of
the user’s friends. We layer these indices on top of a regular
search engine like Google, in order to enable rapid experi-
mentation.

We chose these indices for study as each one has different
characteristics. Emails are personal, private and generally
related directly to the user’s online activities. On Twitter,
messages are usually public and users tend to follow oth-
ers they trust, whether or not they know them personally.
The topmost tweets across all of Twitter capture socially
curated, but non-personalized URLs. Results with friends
names point to expertise or opinions of the user’s friends on
the query topic. As we describe later, a slightly intangible
benefit of SLANT is that by adding color from their social
network, search results can be made more entertaining than
the uniform and somewhat monotonous results of a tradi-
tional search engine.

Implicit consumption of information
As suggested by the Shakespearean quote in this paper’s ti-
tle, there are multiple levels of social chatter around a user.
The chatter may involve the user’s inner social circles, outer
social circles, friends of friends, people the user trusts but
does not know personally, or members of a wider commu-
nity. Each of these sources provides information valuable in
different settings, though it is difficult for the user to process
each nugget of information manually. Following too many
sources takes too much time, while following too few repre-
sents a potential loss of opportunity.

Active Twitter users report being inundated with too much
information, and are only able to “dip a toe” in the torrent of
tweets [2] meaning that they rarely read everything in their
stream. Similarly, many people may want to be on mail-
ing lists related to their broader interests, but have no time
to read even more email than they already get, and hence
limit their subscriptions to lists of direct and current inter-
est. SLANT’s approach of funneling social chatter into a
personal search engine benefits users by enabling them to
indirectly consume streams of information they may other-
wise have missed – not by reading them explicitly, but by
capturing recommendations embedded in them. Even for
messages they have already read, it is difficult for people to
remember all the recommendations and links they contain,
and it is therefore valuable to pipe them automatically into a
personalized search engine. We envisage that such implicit
consumption (and extensive collection) of social information
will become commonplace in the future, resulting in users

being able to follow more people on Twitter or subscribing
to more mailing lists.

Privacy Considerations
Today’s search engines collect detailed user information
such as search history, location, profile, and social data in
order to personalize web search. SLANT tackles some of the
privacy issues inherent in this model by allowing the user to
analyze her communications under her own control. Only
the results of the analysis, such as preferred sites or terms
of interest need to be part of the user’s search index; even if
this index is then given to a search engine, users have bet-
ter privacy since the search engine is not listening in on their
detailed communications. A further benefit is that since only
the user has access to all of his or her social data, the person-
alization can be relatively accurate and complete. In con-
trast, commercial search engines tap into social information
only from specific sources of social media, based on com-
mercial agreements between them and the source. For ex-
ample, as of July 2011, Google has ended the commercial
arrangement with Twitter that let a user’s friends tweets ap-
pear in search results [27]. Similarly, Google search has no
visibility into a user’s Facebook information.

Spam Elimination
An important benefit of using social media is the elimina-
tion of many kinds of spam and artificial gaming of search
results. Users choose who to follow in Twitter; and while
one can receive email spam, SLANT uses only messages in
email folders that the user has chosen. The problem of spam
filtering in email is also independent of link-indexing and
search, and is addressed by an independent body of work.

Contributions
We now summarize the main contributions of this paper.

• Socially curated search. We propose improving the qual-
ity of web search by extracting information from users
emails and Twitter feeds to create personalized search in-
dices. We designed four types of search indices that can
be useful: links in email, links in tweets, friends’ names,
and links from top tweets.

• Evaluation of social and curated search. Using an exper-
imental system that we built, we perform an exploratory
study to compare the efficacy of different kinds of curated
search by asking users to evaluate the performance of each
search index on queries from their organic search history.

• Empirical results. We report quantitative results from
our study, and discuss examples that provide qualitative
insight. Briefly, we discovered that the quality of re-
sults from the email and Twitter-based indices were rated
slightly higher than personalized Google search. We pro-
vide insight into the types of queries that do well with
different search indices.

Interested readers can try out the SLANT research proto-
type which is publicly available at the URL: http://
mobisocial.stanford.edu/slant.

http://mobisocial.stanford.edu/slant
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RELATED WORK

Human curation
While automatic search algorithms currently play a large
role in searching for information, there is much evidence that
humans are also an important source of information. The
success of social bookmarking services like del.icio.us and
social news services like Digg is evidence of this fact. Social
recommender systems also take advantage of human cura-
tion. For example, the zerozero88 system analyzes a user’s
tweets to recommend websites that may be of interest to her;
however, it does not automatically use these sites for web
search [8].

Search personalization
The closest related work to ours is by Teevan et al. who stud-
ied the modeling of user interests, built from both search-
related information and documents and email the user has
read and created [28]. They attempt to use this informa-
tion to create a profile of the user and re-rank the top 50 re-
sults returned by a search engine for each query. While their
approach has better privacy guarantees than ours because it
works purely on the client side, it cannot uncover results that
may be buried deeper down in the search engine’s ranking. It
also does not utilize information embedded in social streams
like Twitter. Another client-side solution that attempts to
diversify results is due to Radlinski et al [23]; it does not
utilize social data either. Luxenburger et al. studied person-
alization techniques for queries that are expected to benefit
from prior history information and selectively applying per-
sonalization techniques [16]. They correctly point out that
personalization does not always improve search quality.

Prior work indicates that users frequently have a need to re-
find information that they have encountered previously [1].
Therefore it appears plausible that pages and sites encoun-
tered in social data in some form have a high chance of sat-
isfying a user’s information needs.

Commercial search engines
Commercial search engines such as Google, Bing and
Blekko have attempted to incorporate social elements into
their search results. While the specific ranking algorithms
are not publicly available, we summarize some of their fea-
tures. Until recently, signed-in Google users who have con-
nected their Google and Twitter accounts could see which
of their Twitter followees have tweeted about a specific web
page [7]. However, Google promoted the result only when
the specific page in a search result had been tweeted (and not
other pages on the site containing the page.) Bing has simi-
lar features, but is integrated with Facebook instead of Twit-
ter, and therefore processes page “likes” on Facebook [17].
Blekko integrates with Facebook and allows users to spec-
ify a /likes directive with search queries, which reports re-
sults from sites (not just pages) “liked” by their Facebook
friends [4]. However, in our experience, Blekko’s results
tend to be noisy because when friends like any page on a
very popular site, then all pages from that site are consid-
ered as endorsed by the friend, and tend to dominate search
results.

All these search engines are limited to the information that
the user allows them to access, and tend to be fragmented
because different services access different parts of the user’s
social network that they can pick up. They also require full
access to the user’s social data, and none of them take ad-
vantage of links and other information embedded in email.
In contrast, the SLANT approach not only gives users better
control of their own data and privacy, but can also take ad-
vantage of multiple sources of chatter surrounding the user.

Social Q&A
There are several efforts to query social networks directly in
response to an information need. Evans et al. analyze strate-
gies employed by users when looking up information from
their social network [11]. They asked users to learn about
topics that were hard to directly search for, and yet found
that social searching, even when including Q&A sites such
as Yahoo Answers and the ability to ask questions of their
social network, did not perform as well as with traditional
web search. Morris et al. study scenarios of when users
directly pose a query to their social networks and compare
them to traditional web search [20, 21]. Smith et al. propose
using social context i.e., a user’s friends and the communi-
ties to which the user belongs to improve search for social
media [26].

Other systems like Aardvark [14] and Collabio [3] attempt
to steer user questions towards a person who is qualified to
address their information need. In contrast to these systems,
SLANT combines the best of both worlds: automatic algo-
rithms to harness the large pool of web content, and social
curation to select high quality information sources.

Collaborative searching
Search Together is a system that lets users collaborate in
order to complete a specific task [18]. While links are ex-
changed between users, those links are used only for the du-
ration of the task. Similarly, there has been much work in
designing techniques to let groups work together on search
tasks in a collaborative manner, whether or not they are co-
located or working synchronously (e.g. [19]). In contrast,
SLANT indirectly captures implicit and long-term collabora-
tion, not focused on any specific task. Moreover, users are
not even aware that they are “collaborating” with others; a
link shared by a friend today may help improve a search re-
sult a year from now.

Personal data mining
Systems like Phlat [9] and Stuff I’ve seen [10] allow a user
to browse and mine their personal data on a local computer
including emails, documents and files, but have not been in-
tegrated with web search. Such mining can be exploited to
improve the results of web search queries, without revealing
all of the user’s personal information to a service provider.

SOCIAL SEARCH INDICES
In this section, we describe four personalized search indices
that we built in SLANT to exploit various kinds of social
chatter. We developed these four indices by observing the
results on our own search queries over time, and tuned them



by deploying early test versions with ourselves and a few
lead users. We performed informal user studies along the
way which helped us refine the algorithms and improve pre-
cision and recall. We describe below how we extract links
and other information from social data; in the next section,
we will explain how these are weighted and used to create a
personalized search index for the user.

Email links index
Email archives are very personal and capture a lot of infor-
mation directly relevant and meaningful to the user. Email
is widely used, with over 1.8 billion users worldwide [22].
Moreover, users routinely use email to send each other use-
ful links, which constitutes an excellent form of curation. An
additional advantage of email is that it is common for users
to retain access to their email archives, spanning at least a
few years, for their records. To create the email-based index,
we ask users to download a modified version of the MUSE
program to their computer [13], login to one or more email
accounts and specify email folders from which links are to
be extracted. Typically, we recommend that users select their
sent mail folders and any other folders which they think has
high-quality information. We parse the body of email mes-
sages in the specified folders and extract links from each
message.

Friends’ names index
People are generally interested in their friends’ opinions and
experiences. For example, when selecting a movie to watch,
people will take a close friend’s positive recommendation
over an expert movie critic’s negative review. MUSE extracts
names of email correspondents from email messages (after
performing entity resolution to account for multiple email
addresses or name spellings for the same person) and ranks
them using communication volume as an approximate proxy
for tie strength with that person. We use these names to per-
form query expansion – for each user query, we fork off mul-
tiple queries to the Google search engine by simply adding
the name to the text of the query. For example, when a user
with a friend named John Riedl searches for the term Min-
neapolis, a query of the form Minneapolis +”John Riedl” is
issued. We currently limit query expansion to the top 150
friend names in order to keep response times reasonable (in
practice, this works out to a latency of about 1-5 seconds per
query, which is tolerated by most users for experimental pur-
poses). We score each link in the returned search result for
each expanded query by simply accumulating the score for
the user whose name was issued with the query. The results
are assembled and ranked for the user, and presented using
the same interface as normal Google search, including snip-
pets. As we will describe later, users enjoy serendipitously
discovering search results that involve their friends.

Users sometimes have friends with names like Mike Smith
that are extremely common, and therefore lead to noisy
search results. Our interface allows users to mark off search
results with such noisy names so that future results with
that friend’s name are ranked below other results. We typi-
cally find that users encounter two or three friends with such

names, but once these names are demoted, the noise level is
considerably reduced.

Twitter links index
To form the Twitter link index, users provide SLANT access
via Oauth to their Twitter account. We extract all the links
in tweets from accounts followed by the user. For each link,
we check whether it belongs to one of about 90 URL short-
ening services like bit.ly, tinyurl, etc. If it does, the URL is
replaced with the original URL pointed to by the shortened
one.

As mentioned earlier, piping the links in a Twitter feed to
a search index greatly expands the user’s ability to follow
more Twitter users, and implicitly consume an expanded
tweet stream. We envisage that a user may have two cate-
gories of followees: one whose tweets he actually reads, and
one whose tweets are implicitly consumed by feeding URLs
into a search index. Our approach also works when the user
is interested in a subset of topics about which a followee
tweets. For example, if Alice is interested in restaurants,
and follows Bob who is interested in restaurants as well as
in religion, Alice may import religious links tweeted by Bob
in her search index. However, we expect that Alice will tend
to perform queries relevant to her areas of interest, and there-
fore irrelevant links effectively get ignored.

TopTweets index
Twitter publishes a listing of top tweets that have caught
the attention of many users based on retweeting and shar-
ing patterns [29]. We create a search index based on these
top tweets to understand the performance of content that,
while being human-curated, is not personalized for individ-
ual users. These links also allow those users who do not have
a Twitter account or do not use it actively to experience the
effect of human-curated search.

SEARCHING WITH SOCIAL INDICES
We implement the backend to the search indices in SLANT
as a layer on top of the Google search engine, though other
search engines with similar features could conceivably be
used as well. When the user types in a search query, we per-
form the search using each of the four personalized search
indices described above, along with regular Google search
which is itself personalized if the user is logged into Google.

For searching sites with links extracted from Twitter and
email, SLANT uses the Google custom search engine [12].
The custom search engine restricts search results to speci-
fied sites. Weights can be assigned for each site and up to
5,000 URL patterns can be specified, which turns out to be
adequate for the users in all our experiments. The Google
custom search engine is popular with publishers and is fre-
quently used by them to offer a customized search service
restricted to their own sites, using Google’s search technol-
ogy.

SLANT instantiates a new custom search engine and pop-
ulates it with the domains containing these links. For ex-
ample, a page like http:://example.com/123 would cause the



Figure 1. A screenshot of the interface used in our study. Results from the five different searches are shown side-by-side. From left to right: email-
based, Twitter-based, personalized Google, friends names, and TopTweets. The user rates each set of results on a scale of 1 to 5. This screenshot
shows the results when a user has issued the search query 310. The results liked by the user for this query are highlighted in yellow.

domain example.com to be included in the search engine.
We bias the weighting of a domain based on the frequency
with which it appears in the extracted links. Weights for the
Google custom search engines can be specified on a scale of
−1 to 1. We assign weights to domains based on two factors:

• A positive bias to reflect the popularity of the domain in
the corpus. The bias scales linearly from 0.1 to 1 depend-
ing on the domain’s number of occurrences in the corpus.

• A negative bias to prevent major websites such as aol.com
and amazon.com from overshadowing the more personal-
ized results. We implemented this negative bias after we
found them dominating search results, defeating the pur-
pose of personalization. This bias is applied to a domain
if its rank is one of the top N sites on the Internet (in our
experiments, N=100). It scales linearly from −0.1 for the
N-th ranked site to −1 for the topmost site.

In summary, each user’s index is represented by a weighted
vector of domain names that appear in the corpus. The
weight for domain i is

wi =


0.1 + 0.9× ci/cmax if ri > 100
0.9× ci/cmax − 0.9× (100− ri)/100 otherwise

where

ri is the rank of domain i in the Alexa rating,
ci is the number of times domain i occurs in the user’s corpus, and
cmax = maxici.

User Interface
As an experimental interface, SLANT presents the user with
a single query box, and when the user types in a query, it
fetches results from all five search indices. The results are
presented side by side (see Fig. 1). This interface is designed
only for prototyping and evaluation purposes; in a real de-
ployment, we envision other interfaces such as a browser

sidebar that combines results from all the social search in-
dices.

An Example
To give readers a flavor of how these search indices differ,
Figure 1 shows the results of a query actually performed by
one of our users: the term 310. Personalized Google search
returned results about telephonic area code 310 as the top
link. However, the user has in mind the course ME310,
colloquially referred to among his friends as 310. The re-
sults from the indices seeded from email and Twitter links
capture the user’s context better and return results related to
the course. The people search index returns a page with the
name of a friend who has attended this course in the past,
and has it on his resume. The TopTweets index has Youtube
as one of the domains, and videos from the ME310 course
appear in its results. In this example, each of the four social
search engines in SLANT was rated higher by the user than
personalized Google search.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the different search indices we designed, we per-
formed a user study with 7 subjects (2 female) in the age
group 20-30, all students at our university and regular users
of web search. We recruited users who self-reported them-
selves as having been active on Twitter for a period of at
least 6 months, and to have access to an email account they
had actively used for more than 1 year. On Twitter, our users
followed a fairly typical assortment of friends, researchers,
celebrities, journalists, university accounts, popular brands,
etc.

To work around the limits imposed by the Twitter API and
gather a sizeable corpus of tweets, we collected tweets over
4 rounds, at 7-10 day intervals for each user. For the email



links index, users selected a subset of email folders (in addi-
tion to their sent email folders), which they judged to contain
high-quality information. As mentioned earlier, this process
is conducted entirely locally on users’ own machines in or-
der to assure them about privacy.

Users in our study had

• 5,397 to 11,398 emails over a couple of years,
• 807 to 1,442 unique domains in their email,
• 185 to 334 Twitter followees,
• 1,038 to 1,548 unique domains in their Twitter feed.

More details about these parameters are shown in Figure 2.
The number of domains in each index is a few thousand,
representing a tiny percentage of web sites that are actually
present on the web and crawled by commercial search en-
gines.

Min Median Max Mean
Number of Twitter friends 185 262 334 260
Number of Email messages 5,397 7,618 11,398 7,847
Unique domains from Twitter 1,038 1,201 1,548 1,231
Unique domains in email 807 1,161 1,442 1,150

Figure 2. Statistics on the personal search indices

We conducted the experiment with each participant indepen-
dently. All our participants used Google as their search en-
gine by default. They were also generally logged in during
their routine searches, except when using mobile devices.
To lend ecological validity to our experiment, we asked
them to look at their search history, (gathered by Google for
signed-in users and available at http://www.google.
com/history), and select about 10 queries to try out with
SLANT. Users were thus trying out our search indices with
queries they had already organically performed on their own.

Users were provided with the test interface shown in Fig. 1
and asked to enter their queries, while remaining signed in
to Google. They were asked to carefully evaluate each set
of search results (limited to the top 10 results), and rank the
quality of each set of results on a scale of 1 to 5. Participants
were not told which column corresponded to which search
index, in order to elicit unbiased feedback. Typically, users
spent about 60 minutes performing 8 to 9 queries and eval-
uating and rating the results from each search index. The
whole process including the mining of email and Twitter
took about 6 hours per user. In all, we gathered detailed
information on 59 queries across our users.

We recorded all queries and ratings for analysis. We em-
ployed a think-aloud methodology and recorded qualitative
user comments to gain additional insights. While we rec-
ognize that this process may somewhat affect which queries
users picked from their history, we judged it necessary; the
specific queries and comments provide valuable insight into
the efficacy of each search index.1

1The supplemental materials included with this paper contain a ta-
ble listing all queries, along with their categorization, ratings and
user comments on the results.

For the TopTweets search index, we gathered links posted
by the TopTweets account once a week, over 6 weeks. This
process ensured that the index had a sizeable corpus to work
with; in all, it consisted of 1,073 domains.

RESULTS
In this section, we present a quantitative analysis of the re-
sults of our user study. Our analysis of the results starts by
testing the hypothesis that users tastes are very different, and
that their search queries are satisfied by different sources.
We then analyze how the different search indices in SLANT
perform and classify queries to understand the relationships
between query types and evaluation results. Next, we evalu-
ate whether different search indices provide different results
and show evidence that combining these results can be very
effective.

Similarity in Content of Social Chatter
Restricting search to domains mentioned in social chatter
achieves two objectives: (1) the domains are human curated
and (2) they are personalized. If most users are interested
in the same set of the most popular sites, then there would
be little need for personalization and we could just adopt a
single human-curated index.

User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7
User 1 0.16 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.14 0.12
User 2 0.12 0.03 0.07 0.13 0.11
User 3 0.18 0.10 0.06 0.08
User 4 0.03 0.12 0.08
User 5 0.04 0.07
User 6 0.13

Figure 3. Cosine similarity between weighted email indices of different
users.

Fig. 3 shows the cosine similarity between the domain-
weight vectors for the email indices of each pair of users.
The vectors are normalized so all referenced domains have
a positive weight while preserving the relative ordering with
each other. The cosine similarity ranges from 0 to 1, with
0 indicating orthogonality and 1 indicating equivalence. As
we can see, the similarity between users is fairly low. This is
true despite the fact that our seven users, all being students
at the same university, are more likely to have similar inter-
ests than people in the general population. This indicates
that different users tend to have different sites in their social
chatter and therefore personalization is likely to be highly
beneficial.

Rating the Search Indices
We first summarize the ratings users gave to the different
SLANT indices. Our baseline, personalized Google search,
receives favorable average ratings from most users, rang-
ing from 2.9 to 4.1. Both Twitter and email-based indices
also obtained similar ratings. The Twitter-based search in-
dex rates between 3.2 to 4.1, while the email-based search
index rates between 3.3 and 4.1. For 4 out of 7 users, the
email-based search was rated the best overall, compared to
two for the Twitter-based index, and one for personalized
Google search. This shows that social chatter based in-

http://www.google.com/history
http://www.google.com/history
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Figure 4. Average ratings of searches using different indices.

dices can match or outperform normal personalized search
in terms of user satisfaction with results.

The search indices based on TopTweets and friends’ names
are not directly competitive with the other two personalized
indices. The TopTweets index achieved average ratings from
2.7 to 3.6, and the index with friends names was rated be-
tween 1.6 and 2.8.

Categories of Queries
To gain better insight into the strengths and weaknesses of
the different search indices, we used Broder’s web search
taxonomy [6]. This taxonomy classifies queries into three
categories: informational, where users are motivated to get
more information about a subject; transactional, where users
are interested in performing a certain transaction, such as
shopping or finding a file to download, and navigational,
where users are looking for the URL of a specific site.
Broder’s analysis of query logs found that the distribu-
tion between informational, transactional, and navigational
queries was 48%, 30%, and 20% respectively.

We manually classified the 59 query terms generated by our
7 users into one of these three categories. In some cases,
if the categorization was somewhat ambiguous, we con-
tacted the user and asked about his or her original intent. In
these queries, the distribution between informational, trans-
actional, and navigational queries is 56%, 27%, and 17%
respectively, which is somewhat similar to the ratio reported
by Broder.

Figure 5 shows the average ratings across the three types of
queries, as well as the overall average. The overall averages
across Google, Twitter, and email are about the same: 3.5,
3.7, and 3.8, respectively. Looking at the results of the dif-
ferent categories, we observe the following:

• Informational. Both Twitter and email based-indices fare
slightly better than personalized Google search in the in-
formational category. Informational is the most important
category, carrying over half of all the queries, but it is also
the hardest to do well on.
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Figure 5. Average ratings across types of queries.

• Transactional. Email is significantly better in the transac-
tional category, with an average rating above 4.

• Navigational. Both Google and email are better than
Twitter in this category.

Qualitative Analysis
Both the Twitter and email-based search indices in SLANT
index a tiny fraction of the world wide web. It is therefore
surprising that their results are comparable to, or even bet-
ter than, regular web search which indexes every one of the
billions of web pages. In fact, before the study, several of
our participants indicated skepticism about our search in-
dices due to this reason. To understand why and how these
indices work well, we now discuss some actual queries and
comments from users.

Informational Queries
Examples of queries where personalized Google search per-
forms best are health hazards of clementine fruits and names
of famous personalities like athletes and political activists.
In these cases, Google provides the general information
sought by the user, such as a Wikipedia entry or a news page.
For example, a search on wikileaks also earns Google the
highest score because the user was happy to see the latest
news about it.

Email has the most number of unique high scores in this
category. A primary characteristic is that the user typed in
just a word or two and was presented with information of
specific interest. As we reported earlier, a user who searched
for “310” was looking for a course numbered ME310 and
this was captured in the user’s email custom search. In this
case, the user exclaimed “Wow this needed so little typing”.
Similarly, a search for iphone5 returned an article from the
technology blog TechCrunch, a favorite of the user, and a
search for the single word “dock” returned the Bower and
Wilkins dock, related to the user’s interest in audio docks.

The Twitter search also returns several unique high scores.
For example, the search Simpsons Monday joke returns the



exact joke that the user was looking for. Users also tended
to like blogs and articles on the topics searched.

This suggests that these search indices have different
strengths. Google search tends to find general information
for all queries. The Twitter links index returns results for
what is trending, as well as interesting blogs and articles
written by authors who the user is personally interested in.
Finally, email contains a lot of links to domains of personal
interest. We speculate that social chatter is useful for infor-
mational queries because users are often searching for infor-
mation discussed in their conversations. SLANT is also par-
ticularly useful for query terms that are commercially valu-
able and therefore likely to attract web spam. An interesting
effect we have observed is that SLANT results tend to be
more personalized and colorful than those from regular web
search. One user remarked, “I don’t want results to be dull,
like Wikipedia showing up on every query.”

Transactional Queries
SLANT’s email-based index was clearly the best in the trans-
actional category, and was rated 5 on half of the queries.
We surmise that this is because email typically captures the
user’s personal context well. Email often includes personal
information such as bank transactions, addresses, receipts,
shopping information, etc. When users query for transac-
tions related to a party they have already communicated
with, this index is likely to generate good results. For ex-
ample, a query like lost cheque book performed well with
this index, without the user needing to specify details like
the name of the associated bank. One user who searched
for a query disable unc check related to compliance soft-
ware was surprised to see a good result from a domain which
had been emailed to him. Another user searched for Russian
roulette rihanna download and remarked how she liked the
result from a site she uses regularly.

Notably, Google search is rated the highest on all map and
direction requests, particularly because it directly displays a
map. It also provides the only 5-point rating on the query
matlab registry key. Google is likely to perform well when
looking for very specific information about a transaction.
The Twitter-based index does better on queries like Cauvery
fishing camp and mac iso image mount. It is likely that the
human-curated links tweeted about these topics are of higher
quality than the top Google links, and once again, avoid at-
tracting spam.

Navigational Queries
Navigational queries are relatively unremarkable – we
recorded almost no comments on the results relating to the
top three indices. For these queries, all the Twitter ratings
were between 2 and 4, while both Google and email score 5
on 40% of the queries. This is perhaps not surprising since
Twitter is primarily used to share noteworthy news, and less
for mundane matters.

Friends Names Index
Although the search index based on friends names per-
formed poorly overall, it has turned up a number of unex-

pected and serendipitous results that delighted users. For
example, one user searched for parasailing san diego and
was amazed to find a Picasa photo album of a friend’s visit to
San Diego. Another searched for Boston University and dis-
covered that a colleague of his was going there for his MBA.
In yet another instance, a professor was looking up Zigbee
and found that one of her students had written a paper on
the topic, a fact she had not known. This kind of serendip-
itous finding, while rare, is remarkable. A topic for future
work would be explore methods to improve the chances of
this happening, and to estimate the quality of results from
this index, so that they can be shown only if they are likely
to surprise the user.

Query Length
It is well known that average search query length has been
going up over the last decade [15], and that users need to
formulate more precise queries to obtain accurate results. It
is customary for users to iterate on queries when the results
do not turn up answers they need. A couple of our users re-
marked how little typing was needed to get the results they
wanted. Twitter and Email take advantage of the users’ con-
text to help disambiguate information, thus minimizing typ-
ing. The 310 query mentioned earlier in this paper is one
such example. The ability to specify shorter queries is par-
ticularly useful when searching on mobile devices and other
limited function input devices such as TV remotes, where
typing is inconvenient.

Correlation Between Search Engines
Although the average ratings of the top three indices are
quite similar, we observed that the ratings for each individ-
ual query vary quite widely. In addition, the qualitative re-
sults suggest that different searches perform well for differ-
ent reasons. This leads us to ask if the domains present in
the search indices and their weights are correlated to each
other. The Pearson correlation coefficients between the rat-
ings for each pair of search indices are shown in Figure 6.
Except for a slight positive correlation between Google and
TopTweets, there is very little correlation between any other
pair of search indices. This lack of correlation suggests that
the indices are complementary.

TopTweets Twitter Email Friends
Pers. Google 0.21 0.05 -0.08 -0.08
TopTweets 0.13 -0.04 0.10
Twitter -0.10 0.05
Email 0.08

Figure 6. Correlation between different search indices.

Combining results from multiple indices
Can we improve search by combining multiple customized
searches? While investigating such a design is beyond the
scope of this paper, our results can be used to compute the
theoretical upper bound of a combined search with the max-
imum rating of its components. In our current study, each
search returns ten results. A straightforward way of creating
a combined engine is to simply return ten results from each
search. Combining two searches will generate 20 results;
combining three will generate 30. While it is preferable



to return satisfactory results in the fewest number of search
hits, further investigation of ways to combine the indices is
desirable, given the likely increase in user satisfaction.
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Figure 7. Combining the top performing search engines.

Figure 7 shows the possible ratings for four combinations,
compared to the baseline of personalized Google search.
The baseline obtains an average of about 3.5 for all cate-
gories, except for scoring a 4.0 average on the navigational
category. Adding Twitter-based search boosts the average
to above 4.1 in all categories; similarly, adding email-based
search to Google boosts the average about 4.2, with transac-
tional queries scoring a high 4.5 average. Interestingly, we
can combine just Twitter and email-based results to achieve
a similarly high rating. In other words, combining any two
of the top three search indices will provide a significantly
improved result, bumping up the average from 3.5 by 0.7
points, a gain of 20%. While users in our study are active on
both email and Twitter, this result suggests that users who
have a good corpus on only one of email or Twitter can ben-
efit by adding their medium of choice to augment Google
search.

Finally, we can combine results from all the top three en-
gines. In this case, the average rating improves from 3.5 to
4.6, a gain of about 31%. Specifically, out of the 59 queries,
in 37 queries at least one index gets the highest possible
score, in 20 queries the highest score awarded is 4 and in
only 2 queries the highest score assigned to any index is a
3. With over 60% of the queries receiving the best possi-
ble score, combining the three search indices can produce
an exceptionally powerful search engine.

Summary
We now summarize the major findings from our evaluation.

1. The personalized SLANT indices have little similarity be-
tween individuals. This suggests that personalization is
important.

2. Each user found the quality of email and Twitter-based
searches in SLANT similar to personalized Google, even
though the results returned are very different, and from a
small subset of domains.

3. Google is better at returning general results for terms and
helping navigate to specific web sites when users type in
its distinguishing characteristics. The Twitter-based index
is better at returning trending topics and opinions, blogs
and articles of interest to users. The email-based index,
being personal, helps in disambiguating terms, thus min-
imizing the need for typing long queries and search re-
finement. Email-based search is useful for transactional
queries because the domains that users routine interact
with are often embedded in email.

4. Combining the best results from different search indices
can significantly improve user satisfaction. Combining
results from any pair of Google, Twitter-based, and email-
based indices boosts the average rating from 3.5 to above
4, and combining all three indices increase it even further.

5. Although the friends names index generates generally
poor results, it occasionally returns highly serendipitous
results that surprise the user.

DISCUSSION
Our results are evidence of the somewhat surprising fact that
custom search engines that index a tiny fraction of the entire
world wide web can perform comparably with traditional
search engines for general-purpose web search. Our form
of social search could be implemented as a mostly client-
side solution, with the search engine knowing only summary
details such as the domains of interest to the user. While
search engines have been personalizing search results for
users, there is a sense of discomfort among users in giving
out detailed information such as their email and clickthrough
patterns to “Big Brother” portals. One of our users com-
mented: “I would not like to share my personal information
with Google, or for that matter any company, as I always feel
that it is a definite risk of loss of privacy. There could also
be accidental information leak by a company with whom I
might share my details, like Blippy accidentally leaked credit
card information.”

In future, we envisage that users may see multifaceted search
results. They can get authoritative and definitive results from
a global search engine, along with the more personal and en-
tertaining results from personal search engines that are auto-
matically assembled from their social chatter.

Of course, social search indices also have limitations. We
believe that the approach of generating socially curated re-
sults complements traditional search engines, but does not
replace them. The quality of the indices in SLANT is de-
pendent on the extent and quality of email archives, or links
tweeted by the user’s followees. One way of increasing and
enriching the size of the corpus of the social indices would
be to explore tweets from multiple levels within the network,
such as a followee’s followees, and assign trust and weights
to the content generated by them.

CONCLUSIONS
Using SLANT, we have shown that social chatter from email
and social media can be leveraged to improve web search.



Social data is personalized, free of spam and can be ana-
lyzed directly by users on the client side, alleviating privacy
concerns.

User studies with SLANT reveal that search results derived
from socially curated indices can be as good if not better
than the results of commercial search engines, even when
they use personalized search. We envision that combining
results from these different indices will generate superior re-
sults that satisfy users for many types of queries.
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